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Dusk-gizer

A popular energy drink offered and made in the NDC. Comes in a variety of flavors, and has a faint green
glow and color to the drink itself.

Manufacturer: Department Of Advanced Research And Development (D.O.A.R.A.D.)
Price: 2DS

Overview

borrowing a few ingredients from the popular liquor called Plasma Jet, Dusk-gizer gives off a very feint
glow, which only however hints at the large amounts of energizing contents within the drink itself. Having
become popular by flavor, taste, and necessity, Dusk-gizer is the number one1) sold energy drink in the
NDC.

History

Even during the exodus to Sirris VI, personnel needed a source of quick energy, which a few of the
ingredients of Plasma Jet offered. However that wouldn't be enough, so the lab boys in Advanced
Research and Development came up with a drink that gave the energy needed for long shifts much more
efficiently. Even now in YE 41, the drink is still widely consumed, and has become a commercial drink for
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those in the NDC needing energy.

Packaging

Contained in a can of transparent durandium, very similar in fact to what was designed for Plasma Jet for
commercial sales and distribution. On the exterior is all necessary health information as well as logo and
labeling of the drink. On top is a spot on the can where it can be pushed through with a tab to open a
hole for the consumer to drink from.

Flavors

Possible flavors available for the food item/ration

green apple
lime
white grape
watermelon
kiwi

OOC Notes

Jack Pine created this article on 2019/03/04 10:11.

Approved by Syaoran on 3/26/2019

Products & Items Database
Product Categories drinks
Product Name Dusk-gizer
Manufacturer Black Wing Enterprises
Price (KS) 1.00 KS

1)

and only one available
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